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Figure 5: Sample spaces in Gibson database. The spaces are diverse in terms of size, visuals, and function, e.g. businesses, construction sites, houses.
Upper: Sample 3D models. Lower: Sample images from Gibson database (left) and some of other environments [29, 46, 67, 79, 48, 94, 35, 100] (right).

Experimental Results

data, but test them on (real image, ground truth). If Gibson renderings are close enough to real images and Goggles
mechanism is effective, test results on real images are exView Synthesis
1. Database: real-world RGBD panoramas 2. Physics engine: PyBullet
pected to be satisfactory.
This also enables quantifying the
impact of Goggles,
i.e. using u(It ) Results
vs. Is , f (Is ), and It .
Qualitative
Depth Estimation: Predicting depth given a single RGB
image, similar to [31]. We train 4 networks to predict the
depth given one of the following 4 as input images: Is (preneural network rendering),f (Is ) (post-neural network rendering), u(It ) (real image seen with Goggles), and It (real
image). We compare the performance of these in Sec. 5.3.
3. View synthesis: Neural Network filler and 4. ROS integration & Gym integration Scene Classification: The same as previous task, but the
output is scene classes rather than depth. As our images do
Goggle mechanism (Method Section)
not have scene class annotations, we generate them using a
well performing network trained on Places dataset [98].
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Dataset comparison
Dataset
Number of Spaces
Total Coverage m2
SSA
Nav. Complexity
Real-World Transfer Err

Gibson
572
211k
1.38
5.98
0.92§

: point cloud rendering

SUNCG
45622
5.8M
0.74
2.29
2.89†

Matterport3D
90
46.6K
0.92
7.80
2.11†

Table 1: Benchmarking Space Databases: Comparison of Gibson
database with SUNCG [84] (hand designed synthetic), and Matterport3D [16]. § Rendered with Gibson, † rendered with MINOS [72].
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Real-World Transfer Error: We train a neural network
for depth estimation using the images of each database and
test them on real images of 2D-3D-S dataset [9]. Training images of SUNCG and Matterport3D are rendered using MINOS [72] and our dataset is rendered using Gibson’s
engine. The training set of each database is 20k random
RGB-depth image pairs with 90 field of view. The reported
5. Experimental Results
value is average depth estimation error in meters.
Scene Diversity: We perform scene classification on
5.1. Benchmarking Space Databases
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Transferring to Real World Results

Conclusions and Limitations
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We propose Gibson Environment for
developing real world perception for
active agents.

(c)

Example tasks in Gibson
Target Location

(a)
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Domain 2

- Learning in real world: slow, fragile
we propose
- Learning in simulation: generalization
difficulties: (1) photorealism (2) semantic
distribution mismatch

Training techniques:
- Color matching loss
- Stochastic identity initialization
- Perceptual loss for D(I1, I2)

Domain 2

From datasets to environments

Our rendering engine has 3 stages:
1. (a)->(b) Point cloud rendering: reproject points to new view
2. (b)->(c) View selection: adaptively select view to retrieve
points from; Interpolation: interpolate rendered points to image
3. (c)->(d) Neural network: fill holes and fix geometry issues

Domain 1

(c)

RGB Sensor
Nonvisual Sensor
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Figure 7: Evaluation of transferring to real-world from Gibson. (a)
Error of depth estimation for all train-test combinations. (b,c) MMD and
CORAL distributional distances. All tests are in support of Goggles.

Visual obstacle avoidance
Figure 8: Visual Local planning and obstacle avoidance. Reward curves
for perceptual vs non-perceptual husky agents and a sample trajectory.

tween pre and post neural network images is preserved, and
thus, no collapse is observed.

Initial Location

Limitations (future work):
- Dynamic contents
- Manipulation

Figure 9: Distant Visual Navigation. The initial locations and target are
shown. The agent succeeds only when provided with visual inputs.

Distant navigation

per recently reported an evaluation done on a real robot for
adaptation using inverse mapping from real images to renderings [97], with positive results. They did not use paired
data, unlike Gibson, which would be expected to further enhance the results.
Stair Climb: As explained in Sec. 4.1, an ant [4] is
trained to perform the complex locomotive task of plausibly climbing down a stairway without flipping. The action
space is eight dimensional continuous torque values. We
train one perceptual and one non-perceptual agent starting
at a fixed initial location, but at test time slightly and randomly move their initial and target location around. They
start to acquire stair-climbing skills after 1700 episodes
(700k time steps). While the perceptual agent learned
slower, it showed better generalizability at test time coping with the location shifts and outperformed the nonperceptual agent by 70%. Full details of this experiment
is privded in the supplementary material.

Source code https://github.com/StanfordVL/GibsonEnv

5.4. Validation Tasks Learned in Gibson

The results of the active perceptual tasks discussed in
Sec. 4.1 are provided here. In each experiment, the nonvisual sensor outputs include agent position, orientation,
and relative position to target. The agents are rewarded by
the decrease in their distance towards their targets. In Local Planning and Visual Obstacle Avoidance, they receive
an additional penalty for every collision.
Local Planning and Visual Obstacle Avoidance Results: We trained a perceptual and non-perceptual husky
agent according to the setting in Sec. 4.1 with PPO [74]
for 150 episodes (300 iterations, 150k frames). Both
agents have a four-dimensional discrete action space: forward/backward/left/right. The average reward over 10 iterations are plotted in Fig 8. The agent with perception
achieves a higher score and developed obstacle avoidance
behavior to reach the goal faster.
Distant Visual Navigation Results: Fig. 9 shows the
target and sample random initial locations as well as the
reward curves. Global navigation behavior emerges after
1700 episodes (680k frames), and only the agent with visual
state was able to accomplish the task. The action space is
the same as previous experiment.
Also, we use the trained policy of distant navigation to
evaluate the impact of Goggles on an active task: we go to
camera locations where It is available. Then we measure
the policy discrepancy in terms of L2 distance of output action logits when different renderings and It are provided
as input. Training on f (Is ) and testing on u(It ) yields
discrepancy of 0.204 (best), while training on f (Is ) and

Download Gibson dataset: http://gibsonenv.stanford.edu
Browser dataset online:
http://gibsonenv.stanford.edu/database/
6. Limitations and Conclusion

We presented Gibson Environment for developing realworld perception for active agents and validated it using a
set of tasks. While we think this is a step forward, there are
some limitations that should be noted. First, though Gibson
provides a good basis for learning complex navigation and
locomotion, it does not include dynamic content (e.g. other
moving objects) and does not allow manipulation at this
point. This can potentially be solved by integrating our
approach with synthetic objects [17, 47]. Second, we do
not have full material properties and no existing physics
simulator is optimal; this may lead to physics related
domain gaps. Finally, we provided quantitative evaluations
of Goggles mechanism for transferring to real world mostly
using static recognition tasks. The ultimate test would be
evaluating Goggles on real robots.
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